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jono is worried...

playing football seems 
to be getting more tiring.

this corridor seems 
to be getting longer... and I swear these books 

are getting heavier!

why don’t you 
ask your friends 

for help?

jono has a visitor...
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captain jack! 
what are you 
doing here?

i came to see if you wanted to 
go on another adventure.

i have some new places 
to visit, but I can’t do it 

without your help.
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is there anywhere 
that you want 

to visit?

can you travel 
into the future with 

your spaceship?

i want to know what’s 
going to happen to me 

and my duchenne...

yes – why do you 
want to go there?

will i stop being 
able to walk?
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everyone’s journey with 
duchenne is different...

there will be lots of 
changes on the way.

sometimes you might feel really scared!

sometimes you might feel really angry!

and it’s ok to feel like that.
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but the journey is 
like a space mission...

first of all, 
you’ll need the 
right equipment!

jono gets extra power...

i have my spaceship to take 
me to other galaxies...

you need a different 
type of transport.

i don’t want 
a wheelchair!
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it’s not a wheelchair – it’s a POWER chair.

you can use it to save your energy.

you can POWER drive on a mission to
the park, just like i take my spaceship

on missions to other planets.

and if you don’t have a power chair, 
how can you take part in power chair 

football or BOCCIA?!
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what’s 
boccia?

what about 
football 
with my 

friends?

you can be the referee 
if your friends don’t 
have a power chair...

they’ll be much 
slower than you!

it’s a ball game that 
involves a lot of skill!
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what will you call 
your chair?

yes – all the best power 
chairs have names...

take it for a 
ride and see!

I think I’ll call it 
The ROCKET!

don’t worry – 
you’ll get used 
to it with time!

call it?
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jono meets his support team.

you’ll need your 
support team.

even I can’t 
defend galaxies 
all on my own!

the doctor?

your specialist doctor 
might seem a bit scary!

but they are always 
thinking of what’s 

best for you.
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you can also ask your 
specialist nurse anna

any questions you like.

yes – you can trust 
her not to laugh
or tell anyone.

even the embarrassing ones?

you will also see more of dr. karl, 
the heart doctor. he will help 

to keep your heart strong
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and it’s important to keep 
in shape for any mission...

which is why a healthy 
diet and your physiotherapy 

are so important.

and my stretches!
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it takes hundreds of people to land one man on the moon.

it’s braver to ask for help...

than to try to do 
it on your own.

jono helps Captain Jack. so will you help me on 
my next mission?
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i can get you 
back in time for 

your next lesson!

Let’s go!

i’ll just make sure my 
friends can carry my bag 

to the classroom 
for me first.
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